
Roll-off container covers are a lightweight, 
durable, affordable solution for covering 
the contents of roll-off containers.

• Opens to 90 degrees for easy access to entire 
container

• Locks to protect container from theft and 
unauthorized dumping

ROLL-OFF 
CONTAINER COVERS

FEATURES & BENEFITS
• Built with UV-protected, impact-resistant  

high-density polyethylene (HDPE)

• Standard design is permanently mounted and 
travels with the container at all times

Meets EPA 
regulations for 

storm water 
exposure.
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Available in 3 Custom Mounting Configurations: All configurations open and close the same way

Standard
Cover is permanently mounted and  
travels with the container.

1

2 Removable
Cover can be easily transferred to  
other containers with a forklift.
(Does not travel with container)

3 Stand-alone
Cover is mounted on a  
frame that’s attached to  
concrete slab or footing.  
This stand-alone  
configuration allows  
containers to be  
swapped out from  
underneath cover.

ROLL-OFF CONTAINER COVERS

(Optional 5’ container guide rails  
with stops available)



Optional forklift pockets  
make transferring fast 
and easy on removable 
model. 

Opens to 90 degrees for 
access to entire container.

ROLL-OFF CONTAINER COVERS

Ability to maintain total 
container functionality even 
when cover is securely fastened.

Locks to 
keep contents 

safe and prevent 
unauthorized 

dumping.

(Stand-alone option mounted to frame shown)



ROLL-OFF CONTAINER COVERS

To ensure proper opening and closing functionality there will be a gap of up to 1” between the cover and top of container. 

MODEL # DESCRIPTION SHIPPING DIMENSIONS WEIGHT
220085 Roll-off cover, permanent mount, length from 12’ up to 23’ 102”L X 90”W X 22”H 575 lbs

2200XRO Removable option for roll off cover - has built-in forklift pockets 102”L X 90”W X 22”H 710 lbs

2200XSO
Stand-alone option for roll off cover - includes mounting frame for 
existing concrete slab

102”L X 90”W X 22”H 790 lbs

ADJUSTABLE FROM 12' - 23'
(UP TO 26' WITH OPTIONAL EXTENSION KIT)

101"

12.5"14"
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MODEL # DESCRIPTION

260646 ASSEMBLED ROC COVER (only) EVO 18’ to 20’
260465 ROC COVER EVO 18’ to 20’
260466 ASSEMBLED ROC COVER (only) EVO 20’ to 22’
260467 ROC COVER EVO 20’ to 22’
260468 ASSEMBLED ROC COVER (only) EVO 22’ to 24’
260469 ROC COVER EVO 22’ to 24’

Standard 
Cover is permanently mounted  
and travels with the container.

1

Flexible 
Cover can be easily opened from  
either side, allowing freedom  
of placement.

2

Convenience 
Container can be dumped with 
cover either opened or closed.

3

ROLL-OFF CONTAINER COVERS
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ROLL-OFF CONTAINER COVERS EVO
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